The recent proliferation of the use of lasers in our specialty, both clinically and in the research laboratory, has been paralleled by a precipitous increase in the number of laser-related manuscripts being reviewed and published by this and other journals. Associated with this, members of the Committee on Laser Safety of the American Academy of Otolaryngology-Head and Neck Surgery have noted a lack of uniformity with respect to the reporting of power and energy values. A standard nomenclature for the expression of power and energy values used in laser surgery is needed to facilitate reader and reviewer interpretation, comparison of results obtained by different groups of investigators, and convenience to the reader and reviewer to reproduce the reported results.
Committee on laser safety guidelines for end-result reporting of basic and clinical studies using lasers ROBERT H. OSSOFF, DMD, MD, and BRUCE W. PEARSON, MD, Chicago, Illinois, and Rochester, Minnesota The recent proliferation of the use of lasers in our specialty, both clinically and in the research laboratory, has been paralleled by a precipitous increase in the number of laser-related manuscripts being reviewed and published by this and other journals. Associated with this, members of the Committee on Laser Safety of the American Academy of Otolaryngology-Head and Neck Surgery have noted a lack of uniformity with respect to the reporting of power and energy values. A standard nomenclature for the expression of power and energy values used in laser surgery is needed to facilitate reader and reviewer interpretation, comparison of results obtained by different groups of investigators, and convenience to the reader and reviewer to reproduce the reported results.
Power density (PO = watts/rrr') takes into account the power used as well as the surface area of the focal spot. As the surface area decreases, the corresponding power density increases; consequently, an older carbon dioxide laser with a focal spot of 2 mm at a focal length of 400 mm would have to be set to 60 watts to deliver a power density equivalent to the newer carbon dioxide lasers with a focal spot of 0.8 mm set to only 10 watts at the same focal length of 400 mm. These differences can be rather dramatic when reproducing reported laser settings for vocal fold surgery or for interpreting reported laser settings with respect to the safety or lack of safety of laser surgery in the presence of specific oxygen-gas mixtures or endotracheal tubes. We recommend that authors report the wavelength of the laser used, the focal length of the laser lens (or the distance to the target tissue from the tip of the optical fiber), the size of the focal spot in millimeters, the unit of measure of power as power density (watts/surface area), and the type of laser output (pulsed vs. continuous) . The length of time of each laser pulse should be stated also.
Incorporation of these guidelines for end-result reporting of basic and clinical studies using lasers in otolaryngology-head and neck surgery by prospective authors in our field should reduce the amount of confusion associated with the interpretation of data from laserrelated manuscripts. Because these guidelines are not "final" and should continue to evolve as laser surgery continues to proliferate, the Committee on Laser Safety welcomes constructive comments and criticism from our Academy membership.
